
WP TECH IMPROVES PROJECT
WORKFLOWS AND

COMPLETION TIMES BY 40%

On a cloudy September day in 2015, close to 300

employees gathered to celebrate the opening of

the new headquarters for WP Tech Enterprises, but

that wasn’t the only notable celebration. 35 years

ago, WP Tech Enterprises’ story began.

CHALLENGES
Up-to-date financial
information not
available to all
departments that
needed it
Communication
issues caused by not
having a central
communication hub
Unreliable internet
connection in the field
caused project delays

WP Tech Enterprises, Inc. is a New

England-based HVAC, plumbing,

sheet metal, and equipment

contractor. Family owned and

operated since 1982, WP’s leadership

strives to continuously improve

operations by integrating state-of-

the-art technology, promoting staff

training, and continuously improving

for a safe work environment for all its

employees.

 

As they gathered on their 35th

anniversary, they reflected on what

got them to this point.

They focused on how they were able

to achieve and maintain growth and

success over several decades.

 

Aside from focusing on their

customers’ needs and also thorough

training and safety of their

employees, WP’s leadership says that

utilizing the latest technology and

innovations to ensure projects are

completed efficiently played a large

part as well. When the company

needed better project visibility and

integrated workflows between the

field and office, it turned to

PrimecoreDuo.
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VALUE
CREATED

Overall, the new
streamlined processes
have increased
efficiency by 40
percent
Project information,
updates, and
changes, including
financial, now seen by
all in real time
New communication
center keeps everyone
in conversation loops,
helping to decrease
delays



Communication Woes
Affecting Timelines

“We’re all working towards a goal of

making sure our projects are

completed on time and under

budget. When someone gets left out

of the loop on a decision or what

have you, that goal can easily be

missed”, said Perdue.

“The integration

capabilities are

what we were

most intrigued

and excited

about in

incorporating

the

PrimecoreDuo

software. It will

allow us to

streamline our

workflows and

better serve our

customers.”

Knowing when it’s time to upgrade

systems and processes in order to

stay efficient requires careful

observation. When WP Tech noticed

a few years back that some of their

current processes were costing them

time and money, they knew it was

time to start looking for ways to plug

these efficiency leaks.

 

One of these inefficiencies was not

having a centralized location for

financial information on a project. 

 

If new information was found or

needed to be changed, it would

have to be manually input into at

least three different places in order

to try to ensure that everyone is

working with the same information.

It’s easy to see how this could be a

problem on several fronts.

 

Entering information three different

times is not only an inefficient use of

time, but it also allows for increased

chances of a transcription error. Just

one error can throw off a project’s

completion time and operational

costs.

 

“It was frustrating to know that you

might not be working with the most

up-to-date information, which

sometimes causes mistakes in the

field that are costly to fix,” said Chris

Perdue, WP Tech Project Manager.

 

In addition to financial information,

general communication on a project

and making sure all departments are

aware of any conversations being

had that can change a project’s

trajectory is of utmost importance.

Inconsistent Internet
Caused Delays

Relying on the internet while on

different job sites also became a

problem. Accessing their VPN, which

housed their construction drawings

and other documents, was not

always easy as it was dependent on

the strength of the internet in a

given area. This became another

problem that caused missed

deadlines.

 

As department heads came together

to discuss frustrations, the central

question became how can we make

sure that all departments are on the

same page and have the information

they need when they need it?

 

WP Tech leadership began the

search for a solution that would

streamline their processes, and

before long they found it.

 

“We met with and evaluated many

other vendors, but PrimecoreDuo

seemed to hit all the right notes for

what WP Tech was needing”, Perdue

said.

A Promise of Streamlined
Processes
WP Tech Enterprises prides itself in

35 years of taking excellent care of

their customers and staying in touch

with the latest technology in order to

do so. PrimecoreDuo has made this

possible by helping to integrate the

field operations with other

departments.

 

PrimecoreDuo, Primecore’s project

management software, has several

features that led to WP Tech

choosing this solution to bring about

workplace harmony. It has a

collaborative browser that allows

several departments to access the

same, up-to-date information.

 

The software’s offline capable mobile

app ensures that those in the field

will have access to the information

they need, no matter where they are.

-Chris Perdue, Project
Manager at WP Tech

Enterprises



PrimecoreDuo Software at WP Tech

has been described by many of their

employees as a breath of fresh air.

Going from a VPN to the cloud has

allowed the field employees to view

the most up-to-date information on

a project, whether it be construction

drawings or corresponding financial

data.

 

According to Perdue, PrimecoreDuo

has helped them stay on schedule

and lower project costs.

 

Workflows have been automated

and streamlined for day-to-day

activities, like submittals, daily logs,

and RFIs. Notifications go out once

items have been submitted,

reducing holdups and helping keep

projects on schedule, which Perdue

reported has sped the process up by

at least 40 percent.

 

Communication has become a

breeze now that they don’t have to

rely on emails that may not get sent

to everyone or could get lost. All

conversations are logged within the

system for all parties to see. 

“PrimecoreDuo

has been such

an asset to us

at WP. It

represents the

technological

innovations

that we like to

employ to best

serve our

customers. It’s

tools like this

that will help

bring us

another 35

years of

success.”

It’s also a cloud-based software,

taking away WP Tech’s need for extra

hardware, backing up their data,

VPNs, and software licenses.

 

“The integration capabilities are what

we were most intrigued and excited

about in incorporating the

PrimecoreDuo software,” Perdue

said. “It will allow us to streamline

our workflows and better serve our

customers.”

Creating Harmony
Among Departments

Project information, whether being

input, changed, or deleted, is seen by

all parties involved in real-time so

that everyone always has the same

information.

 

“PrimecoreDuo has been such an

asset to us at WP Tech,” said Perdue.

“It represents the technological

innovations that we like to employ to

best serve our customers. It’s tools

like this that will help bring us

another 35 years of success.”

-Chris Perdue, Project
Manager at WP Tech

Enterprises
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